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1. The members of the Committee are: 

a. Steve Herman (hermans@hawaii.edu), Chair 

b. Daniela Guendisch <danielag@hawaii.edu> 

c. Li Tao <ltao2@hawaii.edu> 

d. Larry Kimura <larrykim@hawaii.edu> 

e. Timothy Freeman <freeman@hawaii.edu> 

2. We met on October 10. All members were present.  

3. On October 10, we voted unanimously to approve a proposed revision of the UHH catalog policy 

on Incompletes for graduate and undergraduate students. Copies of the current wording and 

the proposed wording are attached. The wording that changed is highlighted. Prior to voting, 

the Chair had reviewed the proposed wording carefully with Chelsea Wong, Registrar, to insure 

accuracy in both spirit and wording. Here is a summary of the changes: 

a. The main change was the addition of this sentence: “Incomplete grades should not be 

given to allow students to do extra credit work to raise their grades.” to both policies. 

b. The undergraduate and graduate policies wording was made more consistent 

c. Unnecessarily conflictual wording in the undergraduate policy referring to student 

“carelessness and procrastination” was deleted. 

d. The requirement for the professor to complete a form called “Report of Incomplete 

Work” was deleted – Chelsea told me that almost no one does this anyway. 

e. The details on what happens to incomplete Incompletes when the deadline arrived was 

clarified (i.e., that graduate grades and CR/NC courses become NCs rather than Fs) 

f. We removed this line from graduate policy because, we felt, it only encourages 

procrastination: “The instructor, however, cannot extend the due date unless granted a 

specific waiver by the college Dean.’ 

g. We removed this line from graduate policy because, we felt, the instructor would inform 

the student: Students should confer with their academic advisors concerning 

departmental rules and regulations. 

4. On October 10, a number of other pending issues were assigned to committee members for 

research, specifically: 

a. Freeman: Policy on unregistered students 

b. Herman: new AP exams “Research” and “Seminar” 

c. Kimura: Standardizing the transfer of credits from schools operating on a quarter system  

d. Li: Implementing mandatory advising for new students - both true Freshmen and 

transfers.  

e. Kimura: Finding a mechanism to compensate faculty for teaching "x99" (directed 

studies) courses by awarding course releases once a certain number of students have 

been taught. This is more of a faculty than student issue, and does not really fall within 

the scope of the APC or any other standing committees. An initial conversation with the 

Associate Executive Director of UHPA indicated that equivalences between directed 



studies courses and regularly scheduled courses are best negotiated between faculty, 

department chairs and deans, rather than regulated at the campus level. 

5. These two items are on hold pending system-wide decisions and/or further clarification 

a. Instituting a no-show policy for high-demand courses: if a student does not show up the 

first day (or week) of class and has not informed the instructor, s/he can be dropped to 

allow another student in. If adopted, students should know well in advance what the 

consequences are, and be given a mechanism to indicate that they are still enrolled if 

they know they are going to miss the first day of class. Needs to be further discussed 

with the Registrar's office.   

b. Guendisch: To re-examine academic warning, probation, dismissal and readmission 

procedures and criteria, as well as medical leave-of-absence policies, all of which are 

among the most stringent in the UH system (to be studied in conjunction with 

Admissions/retention committee).  

6. The Chair reviewed the online information about the two new AP courses, wrote a summary 

(attached) recommending that UH Hilo offer 3 “elective low” credits when applicants obtain a 

score of 3 or higher. This recommendation was approved by the Committee in an email vote. 


